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BAINBRIDGE ISLAND — At Bainbridge Performing Arts, they play you into "August: Osage County" with J.S. Bach, and back 

out again with Tom Waits. 

It might seem like those musical bookends are strange bedfellows, but they actually seem perfect, like pretty much everything 

about BPA's riveting and deftly realized production, which opened March 17. 

Director Kate Carruthers, cast and crew have pretty much outdone themselves — and that's saying something, given the 

accomplishment of last year's "Amadeus" and some of the previous aircraft carriers Carruthers has captained for BPA — in 

telling Tracy Letts' stark, black, sometimes ugly and frequently, uncomfortably funny tale of an American family come a cropper. 

The play wallops you from all different directions, sometimes several at once. There are places where you honestly don't know 

whether to laugh or cry; feel sympathy for these poor, dysfunctional people or be repulsed by them. If there is family love here, it 

seems mostly out of obligation ... or it could be that Beverly and Violet Weston and their progeny just never learned how to 

express it. 

The opening-night performance I saw had a few foibles, mostly concentrated into a few minutes during the brilliant apres-funeral 

dinner scene in Act 2. Both might've been disastrous in a different production, but they were played by BPA's company as if they 

were written right into the script. If you didn't even notice them, you probably weren't alone. If you did, you probably feel like 

congratulations are in order for the way all parties carried on. 

From the time you get your first gander at Will Langemack's set, which somehow provides access to seemingly every room in 

the Pawhuska, Oklahoma Weston residence — and is absolutely, surreally gorgeous from shingles to floorboards — you know 

you're in for something intense, awful, gritty, witty, gut-buster funny and gut-wrenchingly dramatic. And that's even before the 

Bach. 

What comes after is a supremely involving three hours plus (not counting two intermissions) portraying a family at war with itself, 

armed with secrets and suspicions, closet skeletons, jealousies and insecurities and much, much pain and anger. BPA's cast of 

13 gets it all chillingly, achingly right, from the broken matriarch, Violet (Barbara Deering) to her disaffected 14-year-

old granddaughter, Jean (McKenna Sanford). 

Anyone who's seen Deering on stage before might well have been licking their chops at the prospect of seeing her work her way 

into the character of Vi, a drug-addled, brain-damaged, cancer-ridden and heart-broken woman who careens from lucid and 

sharp-witted one minute to nearly incoherent the next. I know I was, and she doesn't disappoint. 

Instead of conveying her love for her children the old-fashioned way — "I love you" — Violet browbeats the bejeebers out of 

them, and then manipulates them into feeling sorry for her. Berating her daughter Ivy (Melissa Fenwick), who has distanced 

herself from romance after a failed marriage, she spits, "Maybe it would'a worked out if you'd worn some makeup." 

Deering, put simply, has Violet dead to rights from her first entrance right to the crushing finale. It's a mind-blowing, formidable 

portrayal of a mind-blown but still formidable woman. 
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The acting is all good, though, particularly by Jennifer Pippin-Montanez as Vi's long-suffering sister, Mattie Fae; Ann Wilkinson 

Ellis, as estranged eldest daughter Barbara; and Fenwick and Carrie Morgan as the other two daughters, Ivy and Karen. I also 

especially appreciated the fine, layered performance of Wayne Purves as Mattie Fae's husband Charlie; Pete Benson as 

Barbara's wayward husband; and young Sanford, who more than manages to hold her own with all the more experienced talent 

crowding the stage. 

It's all buttoned down in typical Carruthers-BPA fashion; props (including several edible meals), sound and lighting all are 

immaculate, and the pace — from the amiable prologue to the frantic dinner scene which is probably the most uproariously 

snarky 10 minutes you'll ever see on stage — is always appropriate. 

Deering is mighty, it must be said again. But she doesn't have to carry this "August: Osage County" on her shoulders. There's 

plenty of potent stuff going on all around her, and the result is an evening — a long evening — of challenging, exhausting and 

thoroughly satisfying theater. 


